
 

Teaching and Learning Pragmatics Using ELT Textbooks: Requests and Suggestions 
 

Pragmatics has been gaining in popularity in many English language teaching programs. As a               

major source for the pragmatic input in language classrooms, textbooks are constantly being             

evaluated regarding their potential to enhance learners’ pragmatic competence. Meanwhile, there is a             

substantial body of empirical studies investigating requests and suggestions as two classic directives             

(e.g., Achiba, 2003; DeCapua & Dunham, 2007; Harris, 2003; Hinkel, 1994; Kallia, 2005;             

Mitchell-Kernan & Kernan, 1977; Safont Jordà, 2003). However, significant findings generated in the             

field have not yet been properly applied to textbook writing and classroom practice. Therefore, a few                

studies evaluating the representation of these two speech acts in various textbooks report insufficient              

pragmatic input and unrealistic pragmatic conventions (e.g., Barron, 2016; Ekin, 2013; Meihami &             

Khanlarzadeh, 2015; and Aksoyalp & Toprak, 2015). Despite these recent advancements, little            

research to date has been conducted to examine the application of using a combination of different                

ELT textbooks and its impact on the teaching and learning of pragmatics. Such flexible combination of                

textbooks in a curriculum may open up the possibility to optimize pragmatics teaching by carefully               

integrating materials on the basis of what the textbooks can offer currently. To this end, this study                 

aims to analyze and evaluate how the speech acts of requesting and suggesting are taught in eight                 

ELT textbooks of different language proficiency levels (i.e., Elementary, Pre-intermediate,          

Intermediate, and Upper-intermediate). In a private language school based in central London, two             

textbooks are employed on each level, namely English File Elementary, Cutting Edge Elementary,             

Face to Face Pre-Intermediate, Speak Out Pre-Intermediate, Speak Out Intermediate, Outcomes           

Intermediate, Face to Face Upper Intermediate, and Speak Out Upper Intermediate. Detailed analysis             

focuses on the adequacy and quality of pragmatic content provided to develop learners’ pragmatic              

competence. Specifically, my interest lies in finding out i) whether the amount of pragmatic input in                

terms of requests and suggestions included in these textbooks is adequate to raise learners’              

pragmatic awareness; ii) how well the pragmatic information is presented to facilitate the teaching and               

learning of speech acts; iii) to what extent the related tasks or exercises support learners’ successful                

use of the target speech acts. This present paper will also explore the option of combining several                 

textbooks to enrich the pragmatic input. The findings can be expected to have important implications               

for researchers, textbook writers, and publishers. Finally, this article offers some pedagogical            

implications for language instructors and course developers on the integrative and creative use of              

multiple ELT textbook series in a course with consecutive levels for learners to acquire their               

pragmatic competence progressively.  
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